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material that drifts down past the
submersible’s spotlights as a
slow-motion blizzard of mucus.
Indeed, the biologists on this
trip say they probably identified
a dozen new species. (They need
to double-check with their
Russian colleagues, who have
been at this business a lot longer
and who have a literature that’s
both rich and hard to access).
They’re on the frontier of marine
biology.
The US Coast Guard provided
the icebreaker, which is specially
outfitted for scientific research. It
seems the Coast Guard wants to
maintain its ability to travel in
this ice-encrusted ocean, but it
hardly needs a border patrol at
this latitude. So the Healy was
commissioned first and foremost
to support research. It’s a raison
d’etre — or pretext if you prefer
— that makes just about
everyone happy. The Beagle
might have been more romantic,
but there’s no beating the
creature comforts of a ship that
comfortably sleeps well over
100, and which offers wide-
screen TVs for movies and
network news feeds.
The cruise also offers its share
of adventure. Biologists clamber
down Jacob’s ladders on the
sides of the icebreaker and
venture out onto the floating ice
itself. Just a meter of hard
surface separates them from the
abyss, which extends more than
two kilometers below. A Coast
Guard officer with a very serious
rifle stands guard for polar bears.
And a few especially
adventurous scientists don dry
suits and climb into the –1
degree C water to capture
ctenophores and survey the
amphipods that scamper along
the undersides of the floes.
Like expeditions of yore, this
one, too, has a patron. The US
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s
office of Ocean Exploration came
up with $2.3 million to fund what
it dubbed the “Hidden Ocean”
cruise. NOAA also provided its
own publicity machine – it sent
along a public affairs specialist
and a web producer, who put





NOAA also footed the cost of
helicoptering three journalists
(myself included) out 125 km to
the Healy, for the final few days
of the cruise.
The cruise is a throwback to
the days when a naturalist like
John James Audubon could
succeed even without being
affiliated with a storied university.
Kevin Raskoff, for example, was
a central player in this trip even
though he hails from the obscure
campus of California State
University Monterey Bay. Raskoff
finds remarkable creatures and
takes remarkable photographs of
them. Instead of Audubon’s
pencils and paint brushes, his
artistry is performed with a digital
camera and a microscope. Like
Bluhm, Raskoff feels a bit out of
place in the year 2005. “I
sometimes feel I was born in the
wrong century. I’m a naturalist at
heart. I’d fit in well in the 1800s
when people were going around
on wooden ships and discovering
animals for the first time and
species were being described left
and right.”
And, like the voyage of the
Beagle, this one returned with
more than just a menagerie of
exotic specimens. The two-dozen
biologists brought back
quantitative information about
the density, distribution and
physiology of organisms on the
mud, in water column and in the
ice. And that could prove
important for a sobering reason.
This ocean is rapidly losing its
summer ice cover, in the face of
a multi-decade heat wave that
could segue into full fledged
global warming.
So the Hidden Ocean
expedition may prove to be the
“before” snapshot in a world
where humans are no longer
venturing tentatively out into the
vast seas on wooden sailing
ships, but rather altering those
oceans from one end of the
planet to the other.
Richard F. Harris is a science
correspondent at National Public Radio
and past president of the National
Association of Science Writers. 
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Why did you turn to science as
a career ? I was a late-comer.
Like most 18 year-olds I had no
clue what my calling would be, a
phase that lasted until I was 22. At
the time, I was following the
‘Great Books’ programme at St
John’s College in Annapolis.
There, the combination of reading
Darwin and dissecting both lungs
and gills out of an overly pickled
shark-like organism in a science
tutorial did the trick. I learned that
science can provide the perfect
combination of concrete reality
and the world of ideas. The leap
from a dissection table to a
discussion of rudimentary organs
and evolution was ideal; I still love
being in a lab and thinking about
ways to convert biological
phenomena into ideas.
What are your favorite papers ?
There are two. One is Lee
Hartwell’s 1974 paper (Genetic
control of the cell division cycle in
yeast. Science 183, 46–51) in
which he summarized his results
from the initial genetic screen for
yeast cell division cycle genes. At
the time I first read it, Jeff Schatz
was my PhD advisor and he would
hold weekly paper discussions
with his two graduate students.
We read and discussed Lee’s
paper in depth, which was not
easy given that we were totally
focused on mitochondrial
biochemistry and enzyme assays.
The Hartwell paper unveiled for
me a beautiful world of
conditional mutants, and the
power of epistasis and reciprocal
shift experiments: I was hooked,
and I still give this paper to
students to read. It is timeless and
accessible.
The second is much less well
known, but it taught me an
essential lesson. It is by two
Australian scientists, Hewish and
Burgoyne, and was published in
BBRC in 1973 (Chromatin sub-
structure. The digestion of
chromatin DNA at regularly
spaced sites by a nuclear
deoxyribonuclease. Biochem.
Biophys. Res. Commun. 52,
504–510). Hewish and Burgoyne
were among the first to
demonstrate nucleosomal ladders
in genomic DNA, a feat they
achieved by replacing the Mg2+
that was generally used in nuclear
isolation buffers by polyamines
and EDTA. With this, they
inhibited nucleases and could
subsequently add Ca2+ back to
reveal nucleosomes by controlled
nuclease action. On a grand scale,
the paper is modest, but it
showed that seemingly trivial
details, like EDTA in an isolation
buffer, make all the difference.
The trick is to learn which detail
counts — and why!
What about scientific heroes ?
Max Perutz. He was awe-
inspiring, yet entirely accessible;
modest, yet extremely curious.
When you talked with Max, he
listened to every detail, even if
you were a postdoc or a student. I
remember once I spoke at the
MRC Laboratory of Molecular
Biology in Cambridge, when he
could not sit through the seminar
because of back pain. He paced
around the back of the seminar
room and may even have lain
down. I thought that he had
missed half the talk, but once I’d
wrapped up the talk he pelted me
relentlessly with piercing
questions. To me that is the sign
of a great scientist: eternal
curiosity. On top of that, Max
Perutz was a remarkably talented
writer. 
My other heroes include a set of
women scientists, Ida Freund,
Marie Curie, Barbara McClintock
and Dorothy Hodgkin. They
pursued the research that they
loved and tolerated whatever they
had to bear to do it, ignoring that
science was not ‘something
appropriate’ for women. I admire
their force of character.
What is your favorite meeting ?
My favorite is by far what we call
the ‘Chromatin’ Gordon
Conference at Tilton School. It
occurs every other year under a
different name, but always has the
same argumentative, but
entertaining, spirit. I have not
missed one in 20 years. The
themes change slightly year to
year, but it handles chromatin and
gene expression in its largest
sense: everything from histone
modifications (which were rather
boring in 1986) to higher-order
chromosomal organization. There
is a great core of scientists who
go regularly, tolerating the heat
and lousy lodging to discuss
vehemently until the wee hours.
Ben Lewin, when Editor of Cell,
used always to come to this
meeting, as did a changing array
of Cambridge stars. But it also is a
platform for airing European
strengths in chromatin research.
Just great.
What would you do if you were
to switch fields? I would study
neurobiology and neuronal
circuits. This provides a four-
dimensional structure-function
question, much like nuclear
organization. It is fascinating to me
because of the behavioural read-
out. And somewhere above it
looms the question of how we
might account for rational thought.
At the FMI in Basel I do get a
chance to learn about neuronal
circuitry from my colleagues, but
there is no time to become an
expert. I can only gaze at it, think a
bit, and admire it from afar.
What is the best advice you
received and would pass on ?
There are three bits of wisdom that
I probably repeat too often to my
colleagues. The first I heard as a
graduate student from a Japanese
postdoc after I had rambled on
excitedly about an unexpected and
controversial result. Unperturbed,
he replied in a thick Japanese
accent, ‘Ein Mal ist kein Mal’. He
was right; in science, once doesn’t
simply count. Then there is the
more classic line attributed to
Jacques Monod, “Chance favors
the prepared mind”. I keep that
one above my desk. Finally, in my
current position I find a quotation
from Jeff Schatz to be helpful: “It is
never productive to tell a creative
mind what to work on, nor how to
do it: it is a sure way to prevent
exciting new things from
happening — in science as in art.”
Your ambitions? To give the
perfect seminar, to write the
perfect paper. Of course my
notion of what constitutes the
perfect paper is in continual
revision. Which is the whole point,
isn’t it?
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